
  

ASHCOMBE PARK BOWLING CLUB 

 

   JOINT BOWLING COMMITTEE MEETING 

   JUNE 22nd 2021  10:00am 

 
Present:  Ray Counsell     (RC) - President (Chair of meeting) 

Pauline Wynne  (PW) - Vice President 
Lesley Paterson (LP)  - Ladies' Captain/Ladies’ Competition Secretary 
Brian Bishop (BB)       - Men's Captain 
Paul March  (PM)        - Men's Fixtures Secretary 
Dave Wynne (DW)      - Ladies' Fixtures Secretary 
Jan Matthews (JM)      - Ladies Vice Captain 
Gordon Sansam (GS) - Men's Players Representative 
Jackie Cornford  (JC)  - Ladies' Players Representative 
Steve Jackson (SJ)     - Men’s Competition Secretary  
Alan Newell  (AN)        - Secretary - Men's Bowling Committee 
Graham Wilkinson (GW) – Club Chairman. 
 

Apologies:   Julian Brown 
 

1. Manning of the park gates. 
It was agreed that park gates will be opened an hour before home matches start, 
closed while the game is in progress and opened again shortly after match finishes. 
Closed when car park is cleared. Open gates will be manned at all times. 
 

2. Saturday ‘Umbrellas’. 
LP clarified that Saturday Umbrellas were started as a temporary filler until the start 
of league matches. Official umbrellas will no longer be organized on Saturdays when 
league matches are being played. However, they can be played on free weekends 
as long as someone is available to organise the match. 
 

3. Competitions 

LP asked that all competition notices state ‘Men’s’ or ‘Ladies’ to avoid confusion.  
 
LP pointed out that the Doris Payne event will be on Wednesday 21st July. It was, 
therefore, agreed there would not be any coaching on that day. 
 

Note: County Under 18’s is hosted on Saturday 24th July. 
 

 



4. Scoring rules for handicap competitions. 
DW stated that two methods of adding handicaps onto the scoring is in use. It was 
agreed to standardise on the method of adding the handicap difference at the end of 
the game. This means that in a first to 21 match a player giving away a 3 point 
handicap would need to score 24 to win. 
 

5. A. O. B 
 
RC stated that there is not a method for ensuring that new members are recognised 
as such. PW suggested that an email should be sent out welcoming new members 
to the club as soon as possible after joining. 
 
LP stated that players were not always using recommended markers. 
SJ has witnessed poor marking decisions. It was agreed that a marker course would 
be a good idea. 
 
JC stated that the posting of MMC meeting notes were not up to date.  
Action GW/RC 
 
LP stated that mask wearing and social distancing had lapsed. PW to email all 
members to emphasise the importance of this to the club and members safety.   
LP agreed to add/update signs at entrances. 
 
SJ asked about grandparents day. It was agreed that because of covid it would not 
be held this year. 
 
PM asked if the NHS day was to become a regular event in the fixtures calendar. He 
agreed to take this up with Louise.  
 
Team Building 
PM suggested that maintaining players that play together in the same team would 
encourage bonding. 
JC suggested that holding team events would build team commitment. This seems 
to have been successful with ladies this year 
 
GS talked of the need for a restructuring of the way we manage mens teams and 
selection. There was general agreement in the idea that each team should have its 
own captain and that these captains should make up the selection committee. This 
would also lesson the work load currently experienced by captains under the current 
system. Although there would still be the need to select the squads for each team. 
Also some thought is needed on how captains would be elected and how to steer the 
changes through the AGM.  Further discussion required. 
 
 
 

 Meeting closed 11:30am 


